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Proposal for the temperature–electric-field phase diagram
of a ferroelectric smectic-C* liquid crystal
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We report on the results of extensive optical measurements on the ferroelectric smectic-C* phase of the
chiral liquid crystal4-(28 methyl butyl) phenyl 48-n-octylbiphenyl-4-carboxylate. We have explored the en-
tire temperature–electric-field phase space searching for all possible phase transitions in theC* region and
have characterized them both as to their character, including whether they are first or second order, and also
whether they are of instability or nucleation type. Our results lead us to conclude that the experimental phase
diagram is incompatible with all existing theoretical models for theC* phase transitions. We propose instead
a phase diagram where two second-order lines and one first-order line meet at a triple point that we tentatively
identify as a Lifshitz point.
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INTRODUCTION

The smectic-C* phase is the smectic-C phase formed by
optically active molecules. In theC* phase the direction o
molecular tilt is not uniform as it is in theC phase, but
instead precesses along an axis perpendicular to the sm
layers. The structure repeats along the helical axis in a
tanceP, the pitch, and associated with this is a wave vec
q52p/P. TheC* phase is therefore a twisted or helicoid
phase reminiscent of the cholesteric orN* phase, a major
difference being that the molecules are perpendicular to
twist axis in anN* phase whereas in theC* phase they
make a smaller angleu, which is the~temperature dependen!
tilt angle. Meyeret al. @1# realized through symmetry argu
ments that such a structure must have a net polarization
pendicular to the local tilt plane. TheC* phase is thus one o
the only examples of a ferroelectric, or more properly h
lielectric, liquid crystal.

The response of aC* phase to an electric field has obv
ously been a subject of central importance, which, as it tu
out, has had a long and tortuous history. Despite the m
revisions that have taken place over the years, there has
not been a convergence between the theoretical predic
and the experiments, in our viewpoint. The first half of th
paper will outline the history of this subject, emphasizi
these failures, while the second half will present what
experiments suggest to be the correct situation.

The phase diagram of aC* phase in the presence of a d
electric field was initially thought to be rather simple@2#.
The second-orderA* -C* transition that takes place in zer
field is shifted downward in temperature upon application
the field, which also changes the symmetries of the t
phases somewhat. The higher-temperatureA* phase tilts un-
der the application of the field~the electroclinic effect! and
thus becomes aC* phase, auniform, tilted, nonhelicoidal
phase. The only order parameter associated with theC*
phase is the magnitude of the tilt angle. TheC* phase be-
comes adistorted, nonuniformhelicoidal phase when th
field is on. For low enough fields its structure may
1063-651X/2003/68~5!/051706~8!/$20.00 68 0517
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thought to consist of two terms: a sinusoidal helix plus
uniform tilt. Associated with theC* phase then aretwo order
parameters, one the amplitude of the helicoidal compon
and the other the amplitude of the uniform tilt angle. T
theory showed@2# that at the transition from theC* to the
C* phase the amplitude of the helicoidal part goes conti
ously to zero, while the tilt angleand the helicoidal wave
vector remain finite and continuous through the transitio
This is the type of continuous transition that has come to
known as aninstability transition. This name derives from
the fact that the coefficient of a quadratic term in the fr
energy changes sign as the transition is approached, an
free energy minimum corresponding to zero helicoidal a
plitude at high temperatures becomes unstable. Michel
Benguigui, and Cabib@2# found that in theT-E plane the
line of second-order instability transitions should have
simple parabolic shape, at least for smallE, as shown in Fig.
1~a!. They soon realized, however, that coupling between
order parameter components would eventually lead to
quartic term becoming negative at lower temperatures
the transition becoming first order@3#. The point at which
this changeover from second order to first order takes p
is the tricritical point~TCP! indicated in the figure.

Somewhat later, other investigators@4–7# studied theC*
to C* transition at much lower temperatures, far below t
A* to C* transition. There the tilt angle may be assumed
be nearly independent of the field, and the nature of
transition is therefore quite different. It is much more in t
nature of a field-unwinding transition, similar to what ha
pens to a cholesteric liquid crystal in a magnetic field or
one with positive dielectric anisotropy in an electric field. A
large fields the structure contains wide regions of nearly u
form tilt separated by narrow solitonlike regions of twis
The transition is also found to be continuous but now it is
wave vectorof the helicoidal structure that goes to ze
rather than its amplitude, which remains finite at the tran
tion. This type of continuous transition has come to
known as anucleationtransition. This name derives from th
fact that the reverse transition from the completely unwou
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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structure occurs through the spontaneous nucleation of t
solitons when the field is reduced below the critical unwin
ing value. De Gennes@8# appears to have been the first
clearly draw a distinction between instability and nucleat
transitions; Schaub and Mukamel@9# were the first to apply
these ideas to theC* problem. In order to connect to the lin
of first-order transitions found for intermediate temperatur
as discussed above, there must be amulticritcial point
~MCP!, as first discussed by Schaub and Mukamel@9#, where
the transition changes back from first order to second or

The line of first-order transitions must therefore chan
from being nucleation type at the MCP to instability type
the TCP. In between it should be of mixed character. Fr
the experimental point of view the most distinguishing ch
acter of this line of first-order transitions would be that t
wave vectorof the helicoidal structure in theC* phase at the
transition should change fromzeroat the MCP to anonzero

MCP

TCP

T

E

TO

C*

C*

MCP

TCP

T

E

TO

C*

C*

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. T-E phase diagram according to~a! the simple Landau
model@2,3,9# and~b! the extended Landau model@19–22#. Dashed
~solid! lines are second-~first-!order transitions.
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value, nearly equal to that of the unperturbed helix, at
TCP. We stress this point since, as will be seen below,
observed behavior is quite different from this.

Soon after the theoretical studies of Michelson and Cab
several experiments@10–17# were performed to investigat
the effect of electric field on the helical structure of theC*
phase. These experiments were found to contradict the t
retical predictions in several respects. Most significan
they showed that the phase transition temperature was n
quadratic function ofE and was not even a monotonical
decreasing function ofE. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which
shows theC* to C* phase transition for two different com
pounds. Note that the abscissa has been changed to a
rithmic scale in order to accommodate the very differe
fields necessary to unwind these two different materials. T
transition is seen to bereentrantfor some range of fields so
that by decreasing the temperature one could go from theC*
phase to theC* phase and then presumably back to theC*
phase again. Closely related to this, most likely, was
observation that the helicoidal pitch, rather than being a c
stant as it would be in the theory of Michelson and Cab
and other models of that time, is also a nonmonotonic fu
tion of temperature, slowly rising to a maximum and th
abruptly falling just before the transition to theA* phase
@12,13,15,18#.

When these observations were made, it seemed
higher-order terms in the free energy expansion might
needed to accurately account for the reentrant behavior
the temperature dependence of the pitch, among other th
Accordingly ageneralizedLandau model, incorporating fou
additional higher-order terms, was introduced first in 19
by Žekš @19# to account for the zero field results, and th
subsequent to this Benguigui and Jacobs@20# and Kutnjak-
Urbanc and Zˇekš @21# elaborated upon the model in an a
tempt to produce an explanation of the electric field effec
These later works showed, as illustrated in Fig. 1~b!, that an
S-shapedT-E phase diagram, at least qualitatively consiste
with the experiments, could be produced.

Although it is conceivable that higher-order terms are i

FIG. 2. T-E phase diagrams for DOBAMBC@10–15,17# and
DOBA-1-MPC @16#.
6-2
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portant, there are certain unsettling features concerning
approach that was used. First of all, notall possible higher
terms of the same order were included, but only those f
that could produce the desired effects. Second, the signs
coefficients of these four new terms could not assume
arbitrary values at all or else predicted behavior quite diff
ent from the observed would result. For example, in z
field the pitch as a function of temperature could have
maximum, as observed, but with different coefficients co
also have a minimum, could monotonically increase or
crease, or could even change sign once or twice@22#. Finally,
even when the coefficients were restricted to the values
correspond to observed data, reasonable fits could be
tained only by generating phase diagrams having transit
extending far into regions not corresponding to any obse
tions. This last point is illustrated in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!,
which show two different fits of the generalized Land

FIG. 3. T-E phase diagram of DOBAMBC with theoretical be
fits of the extended Landau model according to~a! Benguigui and
Jacobs@20# and ~b! Kutnjak-Urbanc and Zˇekš @21#. TCP and MCP
denote the predicted location in each case of the tricritical point
the multicritical point, respectively. Dashed~solid! lines are second-
~first-!order transitions predicted by the theories.
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model to the data forp-decyloxybenzylidenep8-amino
2-methylbutylcinnamate~DOBAMBC!. The first fit, due to
Benguigui and Jacobs@20# and shown in Fig. 3~a!, omits
some of the lower-temperature data as well as the data p
at zero field~shown as a solid black square in the figure!. In
other words, the zero on the ordinate misses the actualA* to
C* transition—by about 1 °C as it turns out. The fit due
Kutnjak-Urbanc and Zˇekš@21#, shown in Fig. 3~b!, includes
the zero field data point and this is what accounts for
extreme contortions of the S-shaped curve. It should
noted that for both of these fits the TCP and MCP are p
dicted to be on the very top, nearly horizontal part, of the
curve. All the experimental points, except for the zero fie
one, are thus predicted to correspond to continuous tra
tions of the nucleation type.

Remarkably, virtually all of the phase transition data p
sented up to now have been only for the lower S-curve p
of the phase diagram. The data there are most easily take
fixing the temperature and varying the electric field. Oth
regions of the phase diagram are best explored by fixing
field and varying the temperature, and this has not been d
for the most part. One exception, of course, is the zero fi
data point, which has been found to be of the instability ty
There is also one data point forp-decyloxybenzylidene
p8-amino 2-methylpentylcinnamate~DOBA-1-MPC! taken
by Kutnjak@16# shown just to the right of the zero field poin
in Fig. 2, but there is no indication of what type of transitio
corresponds to this one point. Generally a horizontal,
nearly horizontal, line has been drawn between the zero fi
data point and the highest-temperature data point to its r
@10,16#. If the line were really horizontal then it would mee
a smooth line going through the other data points at a sh
angle. The laws of thermodynamics would then indicate t
there should be a third line of transitions to the right of th
intersection, since no two transition lines may meet at
angle greater than 180°. This is the simplest expectat
alternately, and less likely in our opinion, there could be
greatly extended reentrant region as shown in Figs. 3~a! and
3~b! where there would betwo successive transitions ob
served upon lowering or raising the temperature. Incredi
there seem to have been no previous investigations in
area and this has served as one of the main motivations
the present work.

Moreover, a survey of the literature revealed that the m
systematic studies of effects of electric field and tempera
on theA* -C* and other phase transitions of a ferroelect
liquid crystal have been largely limited to DOBAMBC an
its family members, such as DOBA-1-MPC. This raises
question as to whether the reentrant phenomena and o
features of the phase diagram are universal or are limite
the DOBAMBC family and serves as another motivation f
the present work. Thus we have selected the compo
4-(28 methyl butyl) phenyl 48-n-octylbiphenyl-4-
carboxylate~CE8! belonging to a different chemical grou
for all of our studies and, as it turns out, have found behav
quite analogous to that found for the DOBAMBC famil
suggesting that the phase diagram does have universal
tures.

Through visual observations, systematic measuremen
intensity and tilt angle, and diffraction measurements
pitch as a function of both temperature and electric field,

d
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searched all regions of theC* phase diagram and characte
ized allC* phase transitions found as to their order and ty
In the discussion section we shall organize and summa
our findings, which show that theT-E phase diagram is in
adequately characterized by the existing theories.

Several of our measurements have been repeated
samples of different thicknesses. Almost all theoretical c
culations thus far have addressed only the behavior of b
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materials, so there is a question as to whether or not fi
sample thickness has some influence on experimental res

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The material used for the present study was the ch
liquid crystal 4-(28 methyl butyl) phenyl 48-n-
octylbiphenyl-4-carboxylate. This liquid crystal has been
ported@23# to have the phase sequence
Crystal 48 G* 63.3 J* 64.7 F* 66.7 I * 69 C* 85 A* 135 N* 141 Iso,
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where the numbers are the transition temperatures in °C.
tween theN* and isotropic phases, we found that there
also a narrow range of blue phase~s! not yet characterized
The existence of theN* and blue phase~s! is one of the
differences between this compound and the members o
DOBAMBC family.

The sample was prepared by filling the liquid crystal in
indium tin oxide~ITO! coated glass cell and was aligned
the bookshelf planar geometry. Mylar spacers were use
produce samples of three different thicknesses: 18, 90,
230mm. The electric field was applied parallel to the smec
layers and perpendicular to the helical axis. Prior to filli
the cell, the ITO coated glass slides were cleaned thoroug
To obtain a large homogeneously aligned area, we used
method outlined by Patelet al. @24# with some modifications.
Good alignment was first obtained while the sample was
theA* phase and then the temperature was lowered until
sample was in theC* phase. The details of our procedure a
given elsewhere@25#.

The cell was placed in a temperature controlled hot sta
which was mounted on a Nikon polarizing microscope. Bo
visual observations as well as quantitative optical meas
ments were made. The data shown in Fig. 4, the phase
gram for the 18mm cell, were acquired in both ways. Fo
example, the data points on the curved portion of the d

FIG. 4. T-E phase diagram of CE8, 18mm cell thickness. Tri-
angles are for data taken via temperature scans. Diamonds
squares are, respectively, for increasing and decreasing vo
scans.
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gram could be obtained by observing the change in textur
the C* phase with its striped pattern converted to the vir
ally featurelessC* phase, or, since this change is accomp
nied by a sudden increase in intensity, they could also
obtained in that way. We found, however, that a more relia
and consistent method was to look for the disappearanc
the diffraction from the sample, not by looking through th
microscope eyepiece, but rather by looking at the hot st
by eye from the side. There one sees the full spectrum
diffracted light as long as the sample is in the periodicC*
phase, but when the voltage is increased and it changes t
C* phase, the spectrum quickly goes away. In this man
the data shown in Fig. 4 for increasing voltage were p
duced. These results, which include a reentrant region,
quite similar to those of Fig. 2 although the electric fields a
even larger for CE8. There is also a corresponding set of d
for the case of decreasing voltages. The difference betw
the results for increasing versus decreasing voltage is a m
sure of the hysteresis and the first-order character of
transition@24#.

The other data points on the phase diagram of Fig.
observed to be almost a horizontal line, were all acquired
the use of temperature scans. TheC* -C* transition starting
from zero field~where it is actually anA* -C* transition!
may also be detected by the several methods discu
above. All these procedures, including observations of t
ture changes, intensity changes, and appearance or d
pearance of diffraction effects, give consistent results. Th
observations are also completely temperature revers
showing no noticeable hysteresis, thus indicating that
transition is second order. The fact that the diffraction in t
C* phase persists right up to the beginning of theC* phase
shows that this is a transition of the instability type.

We find that thisC* -C* transition line is indeed horizon
tal as has been suggested before, although now we h
many more data~see also Fig. 7 below! to support this claim.
As mentioned earlier, the fact that this horizontal line me
the otherC* -C* transition line at a sharp angle really re
quires that there be another transition line extending to
right beyond the intersection of these two lines. We ha
investigated this region for such a transition and have fou
strong indications that one exists. The evidence is not
extensive as for the other transitions since there is no diffr
tion from either phase and the textures of both phases

nd
ge
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nearly featureless. Nevertheless, there is a sudden rise i
tensity at the purported transition and, furthermore, the sl
of this rise is even greater than for the temperature scans
theC* -C* transition, as is shown in Fig. 5. Additional qua
titative evidence for the transition comes from measureme
of the tilt angle, given in Fig. 6. The tilt angle has be
measured in the usual way: the extinction angles for b
polarities of the applied field were measured and the
angle was taken to be half of their difference. The tilt an
data, as expected, mirror the intensity data. Both show sm
pretransitional increases at the high-temperature sideTc

FIG. 5. Transmitted intensity vs temperature for CE8, 18mm
cell thickness. The transition temperature is about 81 °C.

FIG. 6. Tilt angle vs temperature for CE8, 18mm cell thickness.
The transition temperature is about 81 °C.
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581 °C) because of the electroclinic effect on theA* phase,
while on the low-temperature side there is a large incre
presumably because of an instability transition. There is
apparent hysteresis to this transition, which therefore app
to be of second order. We leave aside until the Discuss
section the important questions as to how there could b
transition in this region in the first place and what its natu
would be.

In Fig. 7 we show the results of similar studies perform
on the 90mm thick sample cell. To within our experimenta
uncertainties it appears that the voltages scale with
sample thickness, as expected. In this figure we have plo
the data as temperature versus voltage squared to illustra
interesting result that does not seem to have been not
before. The lower-temperature data may be seen to follo
quite linear trend, which, moreover, extrapolates precisely
the zero fieldA* -C* point. So, in this region, the phas
boundary does have the simple parabolic shape that the
liest theories had predicted. This gives some hope that th
might ultimately be a simple theory of the phase diagram

For quantitative diffraction measurements the sample
hot stage were removed from the microscope stage
placed on a freestanding horizontal stage. A 5 mW He
laser shone vertically downward, perpendicular to t
sample, while a horizontal linear photodiode array plac
beneath the sample detected the locations and intensitie
the diffraction peaks. For laser polarizations parallel and p
pendicular to the helical axis the locations of the diffracti
peaks were slightly different, an effect for which we have
simple explanation. The diffraction intensities were mu
stronger for the polarization perpendicular to the helix~par-
allel to the smectic layers!, and all of the data reported her
were taken in this way.

With our diffraction setup we determined the pitch of th
sample as a function of both temperature and voltage.
behavior of the pitch as a given phase transition is
proached provides an important clue as to whether the t
sition is more like an instability type or more like a nucl
ation type.

Figure 8 shows the pitch versus temperature for the
mm sample in the absence of any applied voltage. The s

FIG. 7. T-V2 phase diagram of CE8, 90mm cell thickness. The
dashed lines are guides to the eye illustrating the linear behavio
lower temperatures.
6-5
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rise of the pitch with temperature followed by the drama
drop just before the transition to theA* phase are similar to
what has been seen for every otherC* -A* transition both in
the DOBAMBC family and elsewhere. In spite of these lar
swings, the pitch remains finite at the transition, indicat
again that this second-order transition is of the instabi
type. This remains true even for applied fields right up to
intersection with the other phase boundary, which is fi
order.

We note that our measured pitch values, typically abou
mm, are in good agreement with those reported
Drevenšek et al. @26# but are one-third as large as report
even earlier for CE8@27,28#. These earlier studies use
methods less direct than diffraction and were evidently
error. Unfortunately, because of this confusion we mist
enly referred to CE8 as a ‘‘large pitch’’ material in an earli
publication@25#.

The voltage dependence of the pitch for various fix
temperatures is shown in Fig. 9. For all temperatures
pitch is a monotonically increasing function of voltage.
some respects this unwinding of the helix is like a nucleat
transition, but it cannot be called one since the transition
first order and the unwinding is incomplete. We note, ho
ever, that the unwinding is closer to being complete at

FIG. 8. Pitch vs temperature for CE8, 90mm cell thickness.

FIG. 9. Pitch vs voltage for CE8, 90mm cell thickness. The
dashed line is a guide to the eye.
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higher temperatures, as shown by the dashed line in the
ure.

Figure 10 shows similar data taken for the 230mm cell.
Not unsurprisingly, the quality of the data is not as good
for the thinner cell, for which it is much easier to get goo
alignment. The data are good enough, however, to see th
any given temperature the unwinding is about 10% m
complete in this cell, which is about two and one-half tim
thicker. The difference is not large enough to suggest that
unwinding would be complete in a bulk material, except p
haps at the highest temperatures.

DISCUSSION

The experimental results presented here are easily se
be completely incompatible with any of the theoretical pr
posals that have been advanced for the phase transforma
of the C* phase. For example, if the results were to follo
either of the proposed phase diagrams of Fig. 2, then th
should be a first-order transition region along the horizon
section between the TCP and the MCP, but none has b
seen. Also, the transition would be expected to be continu
along the curved portion of the diagram, but it is decided
discontinuous. In order to salvage the theories, one m
propose that the point separating the continuous horizo
portion from the first-order curved portion is the postulat
TCP, but this suggestion is also seen to be incompatible w
the theory. For them the MCP must lie at still lower tempe
tures and the wave vectors at the discontinuous transi
should become smaller at the lower temperatures, whe
they are actually seen to become larger. Finally, it goes w
out saying that the additional horizontal phase boundary
have proposed extending far to the right is not predicted
all, although it would seem to be required if thermodynam
laws are to apply. Although previous experiments have
explored the phase diagram as thoroughly as we have,
do seem to be consistent with our findings. Thus there
reason to believe that there is a universal phase diagram
these transitions, although one that is very different from
theoretical predictions.

FIG. 10. Pitch vs voltage for CE8, 230mm cell thickness.
6-6
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Based upon our experimental findings, and symmetry
quirements as well, we present the phase diagram in Fig
as the simplest proposal that is compatible with the exp
mental observations. It has no points with the characteris
of either the TCP or the MCP previously proposed, but
stead has another type of multicritical point. It is in fact ve
similar in appearance to theoretical proposals for the beh
ior of this same system in amagneticfield @21,29–31#, al-
though the phases must obviously have different symme
in the two cases. In both cases there are two mostly horiz
tal lines of second-order transitions meeting a curved ve
cally rising line of first-order transitions at a triple point. Th
triple point in the magnetic case is a special kind of mu
critical point called a Lifshtiz point~LP! @29# and so we
tentatively refer to it as such in our case as well. In t
magnetic case the highest-temperature phase is theA* phase,
whereas in the electric case it is aC* phase. However, the
‘‘unwound’’ phase appearing in the lower right side of th
diagram is also aC* phase and so we refer to it asC2* and to
the upperC* phase asC1* , as indicated in the figure. A
possibility for the symmetry difference between these t
C* phases will be discussed below.

If both horizontal transition lines are indeed second ord
then it must be the case that the first-order line meeting th
at the LP also becomes second order at the LP. In o
words, the unwinding of theC* phase by the field, which we
have found to be incomplete but more nearly complete

FIG. 11. ProposedT-E phase diagram for theC* phase. Dashed
~solid! lines are second-~first-!order transitions. LP denotes the Li
shitz point.
s.
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higher temperatures, must become fully complete at the
Thus theC* -C2* transition finally becomes a transition o
the nucleation type at the LPonly.

The C* -C1* transition is an instability type transition bu
now it must be the case that the finite wave vector at
transition approaches zero as the LP is approached. Thu
C* -C1* instability transition becomes simultaneously
nucleation transition at the LP.

Since there is no wave vector associated with either
C1* or theC2* phase, the transition between them must be
an instability type. What then is the nature of this instabil
and what is the symmetry difference between these
phases? Although we are uncertain of the answers to th
questions, one possibility seems plausible. We conjec
that this transition involves a change in thetilt of the mol-
ecules. We recall that when a dc electric field is applied to
A* phase, the electroclinic effect produces a lilt that is e
actly perpendicularto the applied field. We speculate that
theC2* phase the molecules acquire a component of tilt alo
the field direction also. Now this can certainly happen if t
polarizability of the molecules is considered, that is, if o
includes the usual quadratic coupling of the field to the o
entational order parameter, a term that has been left out i
previous theoretical calculations of the phase diagram, to
knowledge. This term has undoubtedly been omitted beca
it was anticipated that at higher temperatures the fields wo
be weak enough that only the linear coupling to the field,
electroclinic effect, needed to be included. But experien
has shown that even at these higher temperatures the ex
mental fields can be large and so this term needs to be
sidered. Note that this quadratic termhas been included,
however, for lower temperatures, where it is expected t
large fields will be needed to unwind the helix@4–7#. It has
also been incorporated into the theory for the magnetic c
@21,29–31# because there it is the lowest-order field coupli
term.

Finally, we remark that when such large fields are
volved there must be notable biaxiality present and so
full tensor orientational order parameter might be need
rather than the simple two component Pikin-Indenbom
rameter@32# that has mostly been used.
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